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“a total dedication to serving the owners needs”

WHAT WE
DO

Property Sales

SERVICES

COMPANY
create a boutique and specialised
combining

owners needs and ensuring the best
outcome is achieved.

Platinum Personalised Experience

Outstanding, Professional Marketing

Outstanding success

January 2004 with the vision to
business,

from a total dedication to serving the

Experienced, Expert Negotiation

Reid Real Estate was established in

property

The Reid Family’s success has come

a

wealth of knowledge and experience

32 Years of Residential Sales Experience

through experienced

Independent Agency Focused Solely on You

professional service.

Vested Interest to Achieve the Maximum Price

to deliver excellent personalised

Superior Local Knowledge

results to our clients.

Advice & Market reviews backed up by research
Auctioneer Specialists

Personalised Experience

Your Best Interests at Heart

Negotiation & Marketing

Our

The fact that we are an independent agency

Our property expertise and negotiating

means that our reputation and ongoing

skills, coupled with bespoke marketing

When you sell your property with

relationship with our clients far out ways any

result in the best possible outcome for

Reid Real Estate you deal directly

sales commission or target set by some head

you.

with the licensee and owner of the

office. For example, if we truly believe that

packages ensure we attract the right

business, Karen Reid. Ensuring we

you should wait a couple of months rather

buyers and attain the highest sale

have

than accept a low offer for a sale, then we

price. We will advise on the most

successful sale of your property for

will provide you with this feedback along

suited marketing and sales approach

highest possible price.

with supporting evidence vs taking the short

based on your property and the current

term commission.

market.
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